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Abstract—Slip and crumple detection is essential for perform-
ing robust manipulation tasks with a robotic hand (RH) like
remote surgery. It has been one of the challenging problems in
the robotics manipulation community. In this work, we propose
a technique based on machine learning (ML) based techniques to
detect the slip, and crumple as well as the shape of an object that
is currently held in the robotic hand. We proposed ML model
will detect the slip, crumple, and shape using the force/torque
exerted and the angular positions of the actuators present in the
RH. The proposed model would be integrated into the loop of a
robotic hand(RH) and haptic glove(HG). This would help us to
reduce the latency in case of teleoperation.

Impact Statement—Today, haptic technology has emerged as a
potential solution in robotics, like teleoperations, remote surgery,
underwater exploration, manufacturing operations, remote gam-
ing, Virtual reality and to name a few. Thus, it becomes essential
to develop methodologies that can help us achieve high robustness
and dexterity for the robotic hand in manipulation. This research
work has been carried out with the aim of reducing the latency
between the haptic glove and the robotic Hand. Many techniques
proposed in the open literature mainly use multiple sensors to
detect the slip of the object in the robotic arm. However, to the
best of our knowledge, there is hardly any generalized (sensor-
independent) techniques exist that can be easily integrated with
different types of robotic hands. Also, integrating sensors like
Bio-Tac or visual serving, IMU, camera, etc., increases the
cost of deploying these robotic grippers on an industry level.
Furthermore, the solution has to be lightweight for deploying at
the MEC level.

Index Terms—Slip detection, Deep Learning, Deep Neural
Networks, Haptics, Robotic Hand, Long Short Term Memory,
Teleoperation,

I. INTRODUCTION

SLIP, crumple detection and its prevention in robotic hands
(RH) are essential for achieving the human level of
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dexterity and robustness in grasping. Humans rely entirely on
tactile sensing feedback from the fingers to prevent an object
from slipping or getting crumpled while grasping objects. The
robotics community has always attempted to replicate the same
response with a robotic hand. There is a plethora of research
carried out to achieve the human equivalent dexterity in the
robotic hand (RH). Slip detection has always been one of the
most challenging research topics in the robotics manipulation
community due to various issues, such as uncertainty in the
hand’s grip, and the latency in the loop of the haptic glove
(HG) and the robotic hand (RH). Thus, achieving such a
level of dexterity and robustness requires various parameters
of the robotic hand to be considered, such as the number of
actuators, the sensors present in the RH, the object’s mass, its
shape, and so on. Handling these parameters not only increases
the complexity of the slip detection but also makes the slip
detection problem challenging [1], [2].

In this work, we propose a machine learning (ML) based
technique to detect the slip and crumple of the object present
in the robotic hand. Adding to that, the shape of the object
is also detected using our proposed technique. We propose
an intelligent slip-detection mechanism between the operator
and the robotic hand based on machine learning by predicting
the result of the commands being sent to the robotic hand
during manipulation. The machine-learning model can predict
the slipping and crumpling of the object in the robotic hand
for every instance. Hence, the operator can use this feedback
to change the force and angle accordingly to apply appropriate
control and make the robotic hand grasp the object properly.
This mechanism is implemented in the loop of the HG and RH,
and it will help the HG operator control the RH efficiently and
increase its dexterity. This feedback will also help the operator
reduce the latency in the loop, which keeps the robotic arm
from misinterpreting the commands, making it safe to perform
critical tasks. This detection mechanism would be extremely
useful in the field of teleoperated robotics, where human
error can occur possibly due to the delay in the commands.
Similarly, it will also help an inexperienced operator to gain
command over haptic gloves in less time and the chances of
accidents will be significantly reduced.

Our proposed technique based on an ML model is generic
sensor-independent and lightweight and can easily be inte-
grated into scenarios where the robotic hand is being used
for manipulation. However, integrating ML-based techniques
should not increase the latency of the operations being per-
formed by the robotic hand. Thus, the machine learning model
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should be lightweight (should require fewer features) and
the inference time should be minimal. Our proposed ML
model uses only the configuration of the actuators i.e. the
time stamp data of force/torque and angular position of the
robotic hand to detect the slip and crumple, which makes
it computationally efficient by reducing inference time. The
target use case of our proposed technique is more beneficial
when the robotic hand is used for performing tasks while
connected to edge devices and operated remotely with the help
of a haptic glove. The proposed technique can be deployed
to the Edge devices, which will predict the slip and crumple
during the manipulation of the object. This will monitor that
the commands are sent and interpreted accurately in real-time
without much delay to avoid any catastrophic incidents that
happen due to the high latency between the HG and the RH.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Teleoperations

Teleoperation refers to the context of operating machine like
a robot from distance (remotely). Remotely operated robots
can help us perform tasks that are not feasible for humans
or sometimes not possible to attend in person since they
pose some danger. There are certain environments that we
can’t directly manipulate because either they are located at
a great distance or have contrived access as in the case of
minimally invasive surgery [3].. For example, in teleoperated
surgery, a doctor in a different part of the world can perform a
robotic surgery by operating the robotic hand remotely. During
the COVID-19 outbreak, the use of teleoperated robotics
increased significantly for contactless tests, medicine delivery,
and disinfection [4]. Along the same line, in-person inspection
or maintenance tasks are sometimes not feasible, like, in haz-
ardous areas of deep mining fields or high-rise towers. In such
scenarios, a remotely operated robotic hand is the only solution
for any kind of manipulation.Remotely operated RH can also
be helpful in space applications, where the astronauts would
be required to manually perform the spacecraft’s maintenance
in zero gravity conditions. It can be a potential solution for
remotely neutralizing explosive devices or handling nuclear
wastes without risking human life [5]. In those cases, the RH
can replace the need for human presence.

B. Haptic glove and Bilateral Teleoperation

With the rapid advancement in teleoperations with RH, the
applications of HG have increased [6]. Haptics is one of the
important aspects of tactile internet which helps the operator
get a feel of touch and emulate the robot’s behavior for the
manipulation capabilities and gives a more immersive experi-
ence for the operator [7]. Bilateral teleoperation refers to the
process of operating a machine at a distance by exchanging the
action and reaction information between the master (the user
or operator) and the slave (robotic hand) bidirectionally in real-
time via a communication channel. In bilateral teleoperation,
the user can give motion commands to the slave robot and
can feel the interaction force through force feedback or haptic
feedback [8], [9]. This allows more precise control to be able
to restore the dextrous closed-loop manipulation. To perform

bilateral teleoperation, a human operator wears the HG to
operate the robotic hand remotely as shown in Fig-1. The
haptic glove uses the kinesthetic feedback of the human hand
to predict the operator’s intent, which is then transformed into
the motion and movement (finger curvatures and joint angles
for the robotic hand) of the robotic hand [7]. In this way,
the operator sends the command using the haptic glove and
replicates the manipulation behavior in the robotic hand, the
operator can feel the force being applied on the object which
makes a loop between the robotic arm and the haptic gloves.
The operator acts as a human in the loop(HITL) and uses the
feedback to operate the robotic hand.

Fig. 1. The operator is wearing the haptic glove and sending the commands
to the robotic hand

C. Teleoperation, latency and Multi-Edge computing,

The current state-of-the-art teleoperation faces a major
challenge in terms of latency in the loop of HG and RH.
Traditionally, Teleoperation involves all the computation over
the cloud which increases latency in the roundtrip of command
and feedback. This latency can sometimes lead to mishaps,
especially in critical applications like remote surgery. To tackle
this limitation, the use of Edge computing for data processing
has been in development. With the rise of demand for low
latency loops, edge computing became the de-facto standard
of the industry and shifted focus towards Egde AI/ML. Edge
computing devices help to move our services from the cloud
server to the edge [10]. Multi-edge computing (MEC) makes
the service closer to the customer by minimizing the amount
of long-distance communication. It helps to reduce the latency
in the loop and bandwidth use since the collection and
processing of data become faster [11]. The ML model will
be deployed directly to the edge device to reduce the latency.
However, edge computing has its own limitations in terms of
computation, bandwidth, Space and Power Constraints, and
Support Integration with Networks due to limited resources
and investment [12], [13]. Thus, there is a need for edge com-
puting that lightweight technique requiring less computation
has to be developed, and generally, ML models are heavy
in computation. Keeping this limitation in mind, we have
designed the ML model for slip and crumple detection, which
can be deployed on edge devices level so that latency that
arises during computation on the cloud server can be reduced
as well as the required operation can be performed efficiently.
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D. Challenges in Teleoperation with Robotic hand

In this section, we highlight some other key challenges in
teleoperation with RH and HG which would also be addressed
by this proposed technique of feedback mechanism.

• Lack of feedback: One of the major challenges is a lack
of feedback or limited feedback in the loop of RH and
HG. Humans can easily perform very complex, dexterous
manipulation tasks by reacting to tactile sensing observa-
tions. Humans form a force loop through the muscles and
a position loop through the eyes. In contrast, robots can-
not perform reactive manipulation due to a lack of sensor
information and mostly operate in an open loop while
interacting with their environment. The current state of
the art of telerobotics involves supervisory control by
visual data obtained from the camera. Since the camera
transfers the visual feed with a delay of about 300-400ms.
This makes the command to be sent sequentially i.e. move
and wait hence making the whole process quasi-static.
Also, the user’s intent prediction has to be done before
sending it to the robotic hand. Processing this data and
transferring them over long distances via cloud services
increases the latency in the loop. There are other feedback
systems proposed in the literature based on force feed-
back or tactile feedback [14]. However, they have their
own limitations in their stability and transparency [15].
In order to execute tasks remotely that require human-
level precision, it is essential to make both haptics and
visual feedback available to the operator. Consequently,
the current state-of-the-art manipulation algorithms are
not that efficient in performance and can only work in
highly structured environments with the help of sensory
feedback.

• Lack of Dexterity: A major challenge faced in per-
forming tasks using a robotic hand is achieving dexterity
close to that of a human hand. The human hand uses
the whole hand surface for grasp, while the robotic hand
uses only the fingertips thus, the robotic hand has limited
capabilities for performing manipulations. For example,
while grasping the object if the robotic hand cannot apply
the right amount of force, the object may slip out of hand
or get crumpled leading to some catastrophic incident.
Along the same line, While performing a medical surgery
remotely, if the robotic hand performs some operations
in the wrong sequence or loses control over any surgical
equipment, it can put the patient’s life at stake [16].

• Skills of the haptic operator: Another challenge is the
difference in operator’s levels of experience over the
haptic glove and it is time-consuming to learn and master
by an inexperienced. For a novice operator, estimating the
required force to be applied to the object in hand without
slipping or crumpling is hard. There are two main reasons
behind this; the first one is due to the differences in the
degree of freedom of the robotic hand and the haptic
glove, and the second one is the inertia of an object varies
with its shape and size [17]. This makes it difficult to gain
command over haptic gloves to operate a robotic hand.

• Slip and Crumple detection: While grasping an object

or an instrument, it becomes essential to detect the slip
and crumpling of the object present in the RH so that
the object can be firmly held to perform the desired
task. This proposed intelligent feedback will help the
operator estimate the optimal force required for holding
an object to perform an operation. Furthermore, Detecting
object shapes is extremely useful for the operator to
control the gripper much more efficiently. If the model
can detect the object’s shape in the robotic hand, the
haptic glove input can be modified accordingly for robust
grasping of the object. This will help the operator to
manipulate the object without the need for a camera
feed or in an unknown environment. In this work, we
trained our Machine learning model for general shapes
like spheres, cubes, cuboids, or rugby with different
dimensions. However, training the model can extend the
technique to other complex shapes.

E. Machine Learning and Slip Detection

Machine learning-based techniques for slip detection have
been in development for a long time. Analytical modeling
gives satisfactory results in slip prediction, but modeling a
multi-fingered gripper becomes difficult, also it cannot cover
all of the edge cases. Hence, the machine learning-based model
for slip detection is the choice to cover all the parameters.
With the usage of various sensors like IMU, Tactile sensor,
and camera, the data is gathered to train the ML model. In
order to mimic human-like skin tactile-based sensor is used,
and a support vector machine (SVM) is used to detect to
identify slip of the object from the gripper [1], [2]. However,
as there are multiple fingers, the prediction for slip detection
becomes very complex, and it does not yield very good
accuracy. Furthermore, it also increases the latency in the
loop. Interpreting tactile information using an Optical-tactile
sensor (TacTip) on the fingers of the robotic hand is also being
used [18]. This technique uses ML models, such as SVM and
logistic regression, to detect the slip of the object from the
3-fingered UR5 robotic arms. However, the feedback loop is
considered to be relatively very slow in this case. Bio-Mimitic
sensors are also used to get the velocity of the internal pin of
the Tic-tac sensor, this data is used to train SVM to predict
the slip [2]. Furthermore, accuracy is improved by utilizing the
accelerometer and piezoresistive pressure sensors to measure
grasping force [19]. Techniques are also developed to detect
the slip direction in a gripper Using a bio-tactile sensor, the
data is obtained from the sensor to train a Deep Neural
Network (DNN) to predict the slip direction and prevent it
by applying the appropriate action [20]. Moreover, a precise
accelerometer sensor is employed to find the acceleration
signal of the slipping object in the presence of gravity.

Later techniques use the information from the Gelsight
tactile sensor [21], a camera-based tactile sensor, with an
external camera. The data obtained are used to train DNN
to detect the possibility of slip. The combined data provides
better accuracy than any of the individual sensors.

The ML-based techniques rely on some sensor feedback and
training of some ML models to process the data for accurate
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slip prediction. Using the SVM and training data from the
sensors fails to achieve high accuracy. With the introduction
of DNN, the accuracy increased to a certain extent. However,
since the data from the sensors are time series data, the object
may be held properly at an instant and may slip at the next
instant, which means Slip occurs for an instant only. Hence,
the DNN model fails to generalize that due to a lack of
extraction of the important features that are responsible for
slip detection.

Moreover, the models mentioned above need information
for identifying slip detection and very specific sensors.

Our proposed technique will solve the problem of lack of
tactile feedback, which includes slip and crumple detection,
and identify the object’s shape accurately without using tactile
sensor data. Our proposed technique requires only available
information about the object and the configuration of the ac-
tuators to predict the object’s shape correctly and employ slip
and crumple detection. Using this technique, we can identify
important features such as slip and crumple, which will make
the Loop between the haptic glove and the allegro hand more
stable and robust by controlling delays and misinterpretation.
Unlike other mentioned techniques, we have designed our
model to work in real-world scenarios such that the robotic
arm can be made more reliable with the help of machine
learning.

The scope and advantages of our proposed technique can
be summarised as follows:

• Machine learning model will act as the feedback by
detecting the important features of grasping like slip,
crumpling, and shape, this will help the operator to
modify grasp.

• Proposed technique will help increase the dexterity of the
robotic hand by making the control more robust.

• The ML model in our technique uses only the actuator’s
data which makes it cost-effective and computationally
ideal for MEC-based teleoperation applications.

• It will minimize the error that arises due to novice HG
operators and different configurations of HG.

Fig. 2. The Architecture of the Robotic Hand and Haptic Glove

III. OBJECTIVE

We have divided our technique into two sub-problems for
creating a low latency closed loop between the haptic glove,
ML Model, and the robotic hand (Allegro Hand), which will

be deployed in the MEC bed to minimize the latency. The
two sub-problems which solve the issues mentioned are:

1) Slip and crumple Detection:
Given an object presents an allegro hand, the object
may tend to slip( Fig-3 and Fig-4) or crumple from
the grip. Using the machine learning model, our goal
is to predict if the object is slipping out of robotic
hands or getting crumpled. We use the time-series data
of the Allegro hand, which includes the force/torque
and angle made by the Allegro hand’s sixteen actuators
along with the mass and shape of the object in hand.
This data is used to predict the values of slip and
crumple as a multi-output prediction. The slip’s value
can be either zero ( not slipping) or one (slipping).
Similarly, the crumple’s value can be either zero ( not
crumbling) or one (crumbling). Therefore the multi-
output can have four different combinations. This output
has to be provided for every instance of the given data.

Fig. 3. while picking the object, it slipped due to less force

Fig. 4. Object picking without any slip or crumple

2) Object Shape Detection:
The object is currently present in RH, our aim is to
predict the shape of the object from 13 generic shapes
using the Machine learning model. The ML model is
given the force of each actuator and the angle that the
object is making with the 16 actuators of the Allegro
hand, as well as the mass of the object as input. The
model will predict one of the 13 object shapes as the
output. The number of objects can be increased based
on the task and requirements.
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IV. METHODOLOGY

The proposed technique comprises training an ML model
to predict the slip and crumple as well as the shape of the
object present in the RH. The training dataset is timestamp
data obtained from the actuators of the RH, which is controlled
using an HG in the MEC setup. As already mentioned, our
proposed techniques focus on two aspects of the RH where
the operator controls it, i.e. a) slip and crumple detection and
b) object shape detection. Now, we will discuss our approach
for each of the mentioned aspects.

A. Slip and Crumple Detection

When the operator controls an RH, there might be an
instance where the force applied to the object present in the
RH is less or more such that the object is slipping or crumpling
from the grip. This can occur due to a variety of reasons, such
as the operator’s adaptability to different haptic gloves, lack of
quick feedback due to the abundance use of sensors, etc. Our
proposed technique will be detecting the slip and crumple of
the object present in the robotic hand using a lightweight ML
model and the quick feedback can be used by the operator to
take control of the circumstance. The ML model only uses the
data from actuators along with the mass and the shape of the
object to predict the state of slip and crumple correctly. This
makes our technique fast, efficient, and lightweight, which can
be deployed in edge devices.

We used a Multitask Classifier based on the encoder archi-
tecture of Tabnet [22] to classify slip and crumple. This model
encodes the features with the help of a feature transformer, an
attentive transformer, and feature masking. These features are
passed into a fully connected layer to find the best and the most
dominant set of features to detect the slip and crumple. Here,
we use multiple decision blocks, each of which focuses on
processing a different subset of the input features. The feature
transformer unit and the attentive transformer unit obtain an
encoded feature as output. Now, the encoded feature is fed to
the feature selection mask unit for selecting the features of
the object for acquainting purposes. The selected features of
the object for acquainting purposes are fed again to the feature
transformer unit to provide another output. Now, the processed
output is divided by a split block unit for being used so that
one part is used by said attentive transformer unit in the next
step and the other part to get a final output. The final output
is fed to a rectified linear activation function to get another
output. Now, all the beforehand processes are performed three
times for aggregating all the finally obtained outputs, and all
the aggregated output is fed to a fully connected layer for
processing and acquiring said robotic hand (2) with all slipping
and crumpling possibilities and all shapes of said object that
is used while teleoperated functions are being carried out
remotely.

We have tried out simple DNN and LSTM-based models
to classify slip and crumple. The simple DNN failed as the
slip and crumple for a particular object occurred continuously,
which the simple DNN model did not capture. Then we moved
on to the LSTM-based model as the data was continuous.

However, LSTM failed as the slip or crumple was occurring
for a very small time frame, and then the state of slip and
crumple changed in an instant, so building the relationships
between slipping and crumpling of different types of objects
was hard to form. Then we chose a model that was able to
solve the problem by finding more dominant features, which
gave us a higher accuracy.

Fig. 5. Caption

Our model consists of the following modules:
• Feature transformer is composed of a fully connected

(FC) layer, BN (Batch Normalization), and GLU (Gated
Linear Unit) nonlinearity which converts features into
more interpretable attributes.

• Attentive transformer blocks consist of a single layer
mapping modulated with prior scale information, aggre-
gating how much each feature has been used before the
current decision step. Here, the coefficients are normal-
ized using sparsemax, leading to a sparse selection of
prominent features.

• Feature selection mask gives interpretable information
about the operation of the model, and the masks can be
used to get the required global feature attribution.

Fig. 6. Caption

Input features are passed through the feature transformer
and attentive transformer before finding the feature selection
mask. Then, on finding the mask, the encoded features are
again passed on to the feature transformer. A split block
divides the processed representation to be used by the attentive
transformer of the subsequent step as well as for the overall
output, which is passed onto the RELU function. This is
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Fig. 7. Caption

performed three times, and all the outputs of these layers are
added and passed on to a fully connected layer. Note: We have
also used simple deep neural networks, LSTM, to train, but
the accuracy of the proposed technique was highest due to
the reason that it encodes the features into a more meaningful
entity, which correlates to the output labels more.

B. Shape Detection

Given the object is in grasp the ML model has been trained
to detect the shape. For shape detection, the dataset includes
the position and force of 16 actuators of the hand, and the
weight of the object. This data has been used to train a model
to detect the shape of the object. Following are the steps
involved in Feature Engineering:

• First, we used a label encoder to encode the column
Object Held, which consists of the shape of the objects.
It contains alphabets, so we changed it to labels 0 to 12
for the 13 objects’ shapes.

• Then we split the data as X and Y, where X is the data
that will be given to the model, and Y is the actual output
label of the object shape.

• Then, we scale the data with the min-max scaler.
• Then we shuffle the data and split it before giving the

data to the model.
The model we used is a simple Deep Neural Network that

consists of 5 fully connected (FC) layers. We have used 10-
fold cross-validation to increase the accuracy and get the best
parameters. We tried out other models but didn’t get any
drastic improvement, and this small model was giving similar
results, so we went with the smaller model. We tweaked the
number of nodes in the layers to choose the final model and
got the best result.

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Dataset

The data used to train our ML model consists of timestamp
data of the angle and force of 16 actuators in the robotic hand,
along with the mass and shape of the object. The output label
of the dataset is the status of slip and crumple, i.e. o for false
and 1 for true. Thus, there are four combinations possible. For
offline training of the ML model, the data has been generated

using the Pybullet simulation which is a physics-based engine.
The simulation environment used an Allegro hand gripper,
which consists of three fingers and one thumb, 16 actuators
in all (4 in each finger)Fig-8, and the KUKA IIWA robotic
arm. When an operator is doing some manipulation with the
HG, which controls the allegro hand, we get the force and
angle measurement along with other parameters that depend
on the object, like the shape and Mass, which has been
used to train the machine learning model. Several types of
objects, like spheres, cubes, and rugby balls, with different
dimensions, have been used to generate the data. The training
data consisted of the joint configuration of the 16 actuators at
different time stamps, i.e., force/torque applied at each joint
and their angular positions with the object held. We have
used the same simulation environment for simulation, where
we provided the torque and angular positions to each joint
through a Python script and simulated its grasping. The output
of the machine learning model is consistent with the output of
the simulation environment. The proposed technique would be
integrated with RH which is connected with MEC, ML model
would be deployed at MEC in the loop of RH and HG to
predict the slip, crumple, and shape of the object(Fig-2).

Fig. 8. Allegro Hand discription

The following are the steps we followed for feature engi-
neering:

• Use a label encoder to encode the column named size
as it contains alphabets, so we changed it to labels 0, 1
and 2 for three object sizes, i.e., 5 × 10 × 5, R3.5 and
5× 5× 5.

• Removed the timestamp column as we tried our tech-
niques both with and without the timestamp, and the latter
technique was more accurate. Note: The dataset used has
different timestamps for each event, making the impact
of timestamps less related to the output (slip or crumple).

• Divide the data into X and Y , where X is the data given
to the model, and Y is the actual output label for slip and
crumple.

• Scale the data with the min-max scaler.
• Split the data into a train and test set by shuffling the

data and giving the data to the model

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The below-shown tables are the accuracy results of the
model training.

The results make it clear that the shape detection algorithm
has higher accuracy than the slip detection since the shape
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Models Slip Detection Model Shape Detection Model
Validation accuracy 93.2 99.7
Training Accuracy 93.7 99.8

Loss 0.13521 0.014

Hyperparameters Slip Detection Model Shape Detection Model
Framework used Pytorch Pytorch

Learning rate 0.02 0.002
Optimizer Adam Adam

Loss Function CrossEntropy CrossEntropy
Model Type Deep Neural Network Deep Neural Network

Epochs 100 200
Validation Split 0.16 percent of whole data 10 Fold validation

Batch Size 2048 2048

of the object is very particular, which gives us a well-defined
configuration of the actuators for a particular shape. In the case
of slip detection, the machine learning model has an accuracy
of 93 percent, which can be improved by training the model
for more data to cover some edge cases as well. Also, this
technique can be extended for other shapes by training the
model for different shapes of objects.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

The presented technique is an implementation of a Machine
learning model in the loop of RH and HG at the EDGE
level, to detect the slip, crumple, and shape of the object.
The prediction of the Machine Learning model will help the
HG operator to modify the grasping strategy for a dextrous
manipulation of the object. We use Pybullet for the simulation
in real-time to demonstrate the slip and crumple. We intend to
extend the implementation of this technique on real hardware,
i.e., KUKA Arm and Allegro which are integrated with MEC
as future work. Moreover, the Machine learning model would
be trained better by generating more data for different types
of shapes and sizes of the objects so that this implementation
can be extended to industry-level usage.
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